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ON SOME HOMEOMORPfflSMS TRANSFORMING A DENUMERABLE SET ONTO DENUMERABLE SETS
In the paper [l] we have shown the existence of a convex homeomorphism of class C°°, with the derivative arbitrarily close to unity, which transforms a preassigned denumberable set A dense in (0,1) onto a set B of the same kind.
In this paper we show the existence of a convex homeo-2 morphism of class C , which transforms a preassigned denumeirable set A dense in (0,1) onto a set B of the same kind, and its derivative transforms the set A onto a preassigned and dense in (a,(J), where 0<a <1< (5<oo , set C. The homeiomorphism is given as a limit of a uniformly convergent sequenoe f^»fg,•..,fQ of homeomorphisms, each of which possesses all the above properties except the properties fn(A) = B and fl(A) = C.
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Definition.
A function of class C such that its first and second derivatives are greater than zero will be called a strictly convex increasing function. 
for r = 0,1,2.
we have 0 < e Q < w .
The number 7 will be defined in the further part of the proof. Prom the assumptions and the form of the function <p Q it follows that all the numbers ^, ¡¡r 2 , ® 0 » 8-j» 316 an< * 111111 (2Ti. to positive, so for e Q = 8 +e +g 0 1 £ It is easily seen that: (1) For every finite number rp 0 we have g^(a') = g*^(a') and g* (r, (a") = g (r) (a") for r = 0,1,2, whence g*eC 2 .
(2) If 0 < 7 q < e 0 , then 0 < , whence g*' (x) > 0 for x e [0,1], so that g* is strictly increasing function. We infer that for 7o e (0>£o)» the function g* defined above is strictly convex increasing function which satisfies the conditions (W). Since ^(7) = g(s) + 7 is continuous, strictly increasing function transforming (0,eo) onto (g(e),g(e)+£0), thero exists a number qQ e (0,eQ) such that g*(e) = 70) e B n 0 (g(e),g(e)+e0) c(0,1).
is a strictly convex increasing function and C a dense set in (g'(0),g'(1)), then for each £>0, for every interval [a',a"] c [0,1] and for ee (a',a") there exists strictly convex increasing function g* satisfying the conditions (W) and such that g*(e) = g(e) and g*' (e) e C.
Proof. Put g*(x) = g(x) -r^ip^x), where
(e-a') 3 (e-a") 3
It is easily seen that <p^(e) = 0 and <f.j(e) = 1, whence g*(e) = g(e). Preserving all the notations from Lemma 1, let us remark that for each xe [0,1] and r = 0,1,2 we have r 2
We let e1 = -g-. The density of the set C implies that there exists a number r^ efO,^) such that g*'{e) = g'loj-^e C. Analogously as in the proof of Lemma 1 we show that, for such a number the function g* defined above is strictly convex, increasing function and satisfies conditions (W). Prom the proof of Lemma 1 and from Remark 1 one can see that:
if A.e(g(e) -£ Q ,g|(e)) nB, then the number ip Q can be chosen so that g*(e) = g(e) -70<P Q (a) = A| if &e(g(e),g(e) + e Q )nB, then the number r} Q can be chosen so that g*(e) = g(e) -7 0 <p 0 (e) = A. Remark 3.
From the proof of Lemma 2 and from Remark 2 it is seen that :
if % e(g'(e) -e 1 , g'(e))n C, then the number can be chosen so that g*'(e) = g'(e) -q (e) = % ; and if Ae(g'(e), g'(e) +e^) nC, then the number can be chosen so that g*'(e) = g'(ej + ip^<pj|(e) = A. (1 x 2 -ax)(x 2 -2ax+a 2 -6 2 ) 3 for x e [0,l]\(a' ,a") for xe(a',a").
It is easy to see that <f{a) = 1 and f(a') = 0 = <p(a") and <f'(a") = cp' (a) = f'(a') = 0. Whence g*e C 2 and g*' (a) = g'(a) Analogously, as in the proof of Lemma 1 we assorted with the function <pQ the number eQ, we assort with the function a number e*. Analogously as in above Lemmas we show that there
-
exists a number 17 e (0, such that g*(a) = g(a) + i^sB and g* is a strictly convex increasing function satisfying the conditions (W).
Theorem. For any denumberable sets A and B dense in (0,1) and for any set C dense in (a, will be defined simultaneously in such a way that the following conditions should be satisfied (1) for L = 1,2,... and j = 0,...,L; (3) is fulfilled for the number nu.
We let further n L+1 = min{neN : n ^ n^, i = 0,1,...,L} n T .. in such a way that a =ae (e,e + 5)n(e,a")nA,
where the number 5 is associated with the function f^ as in By easy calculations we check that condition (5) is fulfilled for the number P^+2* condition (2) we obtain that the function f = lim ft is a function of class C 2 .
k-oo Hence (3), (4) and (3), (5) imply that f(A) = B and f'(A) = C.
